Posed Photography Picture List
My couples are welcome to choose which of the following portraits they would like to have
taken on their wedding day. I will help to create the final posed picture list one month prior to
the wedding during our final photography consultation.

Prior to the ceremony:
Taking the following posed portraits prior to the ceremony allows for a more relaxed portrait
session following the ceremony. This allows more time for the couple to mingle during cocktail
hour, or more time for portraits of the couple alone. The couple is photographed separately
with their family and attendants as to avoid seeing one another prior to the ceremony.
Bride/mother
Bride/stepfather
Bride/father
Bride/stepmother
Bride/parents
Bride/parents/siblings
Bride/siblings
Bride/each attendant individually
Bride/all attendants
Bride/children (if applicable)
Bride alone (full length and close-up)

Groom/mother
Groom/stepfather
Groom/father
Groom/stepmother
Groom/parents
Groom/parents/siblings
Groom/siblings
Groom/each attendant individually
Groom/all attendants
Groom/children (if applicable)
Groom alone (full length and close-up)

After the ceremony during cocktail hour or after a First Look prior to ceremony:
*The following is done with each set of parents:
Couple with their children (if applicable), parents, and siblings with their spouses and children
Add grandparents (and extended family upon request) on mother’s side
Remove grandparents (and extended family) on mother’s side and add grandparents (and
extended family upon request) on father’s side
Couple with grandparents on father’s side
Couple with grandparents on mother’s side
Couple with their children and/or flower girl/s and ring bearer/s (if applicable)
Couple/full wedding party
Couple alone: Full length + close-up, classic, natural, casual, interactive, and fun poses
(20 minute minimum recommended)
*Portraits typically take 5 minutes per set of parents, and 10-15 minutes per set of parents if
extended family is included which would include aunts, uncles, and cousins. Extended family
portraits are optional. Wedding party can take between 5-20 minutes depending on the size of
the wedding party.
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